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Uninformed Search Strategies … bringing more 
context







Go from Arad to Bucharest



The agent’s goal in Romania is the singleton set {In(Bucharest)}



Creating a Search Tree



Creating a Search Tree



Creating a Search Tree



Creating a Search Tree

What is happening?
● Generation of nodes
● Expansion of nodes













“Algorithms that forget their history are doomed to repeat it”: create an 
explored set to help keep track of node visits.





Frontier: separates unexplored from explored



Programming: What should a 
node contain?
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Given the components for a parent node,

CHILD-NODE takes {parent node, action} and returns the resulting child node:



Frontier:

Store such that the search algorithm can easily choose the next node to 
expand according to its preferred strategy.

The appropriate data structure for this is a queue. The operations on a 
queue are as follows:

• EMPTY?(queue): returns TRUE only if there are no more elements in 
the queue.
• POP(queue): removes the first element of the queue and returns it.
• INSERT(element, queue): inserts an element and returns the 
resulting queue.



Frontier:

Store such that the search algorithm can easily choose the next 
node to expand according to its preferred strategy.

Queue types based on how elements can be popped out

● FIFO Queue
● LIFO Queue
● Priority Queue



Expansion set:

Needs to be regularly queried for checking if a state has been 
explored.

● Efficient storage, lookup and expansion
● Hash tables can  be used
● Canonical form:

○ Bit vector representation
○ sorted /ordered list



Breadth First search



Breadth First search

Frontier operates as a FIFO queue





Uniform cost search

Introduces the 
notion of cost.

Frontier operates as a priority queue





Depth First Search



Depth First Search

Frontier operates as a LIFO
queue



Depth Limited Search



Iterative Deepening Depth-First Search





Bi-directional Search



Comparison of Search Strategies

b:branching factor or maximum number of successors for any node
d: the depth of the shallowest goal
m: maximum length of any path in the state space 


